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About This Game

Enjoy all the fantastic aspects of the multi awarded Wildlife Park 2 with a focus on horses and action adventure gameplay.
Based on the game Wildlife Park 2, Horses focuses on friends and fans of horses and their keeping. Besides the farm

management, the player also participates instunning action adventures where special quests, are waiting to be solved on the back
of your horses!

"Horses" offers you:
• 12 Misssions

• 16 breeds of horses: andalusian, appaloosa, arabian, sdartmoor, ohippus, exmoor, fjord, friesian, hannoverian, holstein,
icelander, knabstrup, percheron, przewalski, quarterhorse, yorkshire with different fur-colors

Horse specific buildoptions, such like:
• 30 animaldevices

• 8 service-buildings
• 10 decorations

• 3 fences

• Including Wildlife Park 2`s comprehensive sandboxmode with a bunch of decorations, plants, service-items, pen-
items, terraforming, ways, grounds, fences, etc.
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Title: Wildlife Park 2 - Horses
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
b-alive gmbh
Publisher:
b-alive gmbh
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2007
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First i thought you're fighting bots out of bellys.
After a few minutes i realised that you are fighting your own belly.

workout with geat music :)

. Very Bad Game
-Dont Have Online
-Bots See You In Bushes and homes
-In Browser Aviable Free To Play & Online
+No Have +. THis volume cleansed my soul and heart from all impurities of a burdened life
14\/10 better than expected!. This series covers a lot of essential principles and methods, explained in a comprehensive and
practical fashion.
if you are new to 3DsMax, or have not optimized your workflow yet, then this is the perfect opportunity!. sick art game with
better gameplay than most game games. Started playing game collecting garbage, found briefcase with a lot of cash. No more a
garbage man. 10\/10. I like the overall style of this game. The art and music are really cool. I wanted to like everything else.
But the game itself is only complicated because the directions are entirely vague. There's not enough information or hints as to
what to do. So I'm stuck in the 2nd scene and it's just gotten to be annoying.
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It's not windows 7 friendly at all. When ever I record something it makes the simplest from the sims 1 to runescape to lagg and
freeze my whole game.

I tried to record league of legends, it was a bad idea the fps went down to 5 and I had to reconnect and it was awful.

There are soo much better programs than these and one of them is called '' Action!'' it has a 1month trail.. Possibly the worst
game I've played. Ever.. I give it a 10 of of 10 on the WTF scale: because WTF is this?! Kairo is waaaay over my head: good
luck to the intrepid souls who try to tackle this... game? A thouroughly confusing and disorienting experience.. Very cool
sneaker-type game. The gameplay is very interesting, as you creep ever so slowly. The game really discourages attacking, and
you take your time examining all the interesting rooms and characters. Being noticed does not mean insta-death, and generally
you creep away from the situation. The game surrounds you with old time arab culture with thematic drawings, in-game lore,
and thematic puzzles. Technically, the load times are short, the gameplay is responsive, I had no controller issues, and I had no
problems playing on ubuntu linux. I would recommed this to fans of the earliest Thief games.. A brilliantly simple and
thoughtful game. With it's roots in the mobile gaming universem it translates to a mouse surprisingly well. Very responsive and
exact moves make this a pleasure to play. Well worth the affordable price.. The prickly pear pizza is a lie!. I very rarely review
games i play but after just having beat this game i just have to say if your tempted to buy this DO IT! This game is one of the
most deep rewarding rpgs i have ever played. Every minute of my near 100 hr playthrough was pure fun. Its one of the few
games that feels completly finished without the need for extra DLC.
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